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EDITORS NOTES
Josh Mars
Hi everyone, and welcome to an other issue of "WRESTUNG WEEKLY'". The bigest news
is the retirement of Hulk Hogan. A lot of peple are saying about time and that includes me. I
don't think he'll win the votes now, but when Hulkamania was at top strength, he might have
had a chance then. You will find what HBK did in Australiain this weeks newsletter. He made
only one apperance which is a not good for a promotion who is about to show a new show on
Austalian T.V. We were original going to have a catolog every month, but after speaking with
a few subscribers. We are now only going to advertise what the a.W.n has in stock and what
the subscribers have to sell and buy themselves. So if you have anything to sell, please
contact us asap if there is something you have to sell or want to buy. Since there is so much
stuff available for purchase, it is impossible to list everything around. So if there is anything
out there that you are chasing, please again contact us and I sure we can find it for you.
Remeber if you find a place in Australia that see I wrestling stuff cheaper than us, tell me and
I'm sure we can match or better the price. After all, we are told we are the cheapest aso far
in Australia. Aslo I'm very sorry-about not includeing some of the usual things that you enjoy
reading, but with the happenings of this week, I'm sure you can understand. Next week will
be up to it's usual standards.

CREDITS
The Flying Scottsman, Da Great One, Ramon Bordem,RobZeida, OOU§Graham, a.W.n
Pro-Wrestling Insider, Ringsiders Newsboard, The Man Alan Meridith, Mark Brady
Nathan Lee , wwf.com , wcw.com , ecw.com

CONTACT
Australian Wrestling Network
6/17 Hawthorn Tee
Red Hill, Qtd , 4059
07 - 33694783 ( 6pm - 8 pm)
awn@flatrate. net. au
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NODQSINWWF
JOSH MARS
The identity of the Blue Blazer has been played by 3 people. The first was said to be Jeff
Jarett, then this past week on RAW it is said to be Tom Prichard(WWF Dojo, WWF
Canadian Superstars) and on house shows Owen Hart is doing them. It may finally tum out to
be Dan Severn though. We shall see at Rock Bottom when Steve Blackman faces Blue
Blazer with Blazers identity and Blackman's career on the line.Make sure to tune in for LIVE
Play by Play, HERE at Ringsiders News!!!
The 1999 Royal Rumble, which will be taking place at the Arrowhead Pond of Anaheim, is
subtitled "No ChanCe In Hell"
Chaos Comics, publishers of the upcoming Undertaker comic book, have setup a website for
it at www.undertaker.net. The book offically comes out on Janurary 1st, 1999

WWF IYH Rock Bottom PPV & Card More Matches to be added ...
WWF Title: The Rock vs. Mankind
(may add stipulation)
Buried Alive Match: Undertaker vs. Steve Austin
(If Austin wins he gets to enter the Royal Rumble, if he loses he can't)
Steve Blackman vs. Blue Blazer
(Blackman wins the Blue Blazer must un-mask, if he loses Steve Blackman is gone from the
WWF)
A few reporters are stating that Justin Credible will be back in the WWF in January!!
Because the WWF is giving you thier 2 month notices to return to the ring in the WWF. So
Look for Credible to fit in good in the WWF, and could help the Lightweight Division.
This Friday, November 27, the WWF will release two new games, WWF Superstars and
WWF King of the Ring, for the Gameboy system.
lcP has signed a 6 month deal with the WWF. They will most likely fued with the Oddities,
and also have possibly an 8 Man Tag which it will be: Golga, Giant Silva, Kurrgan, and
LUNA!!! I do not know when this is going to happen, but my source who is reliable says this
is true.

WWF defeated WCW in the Monday cable wars, 5.4 to 4.3. Rock/Austin did a 7.3 while
Goldberg/Bigelow did a 2.7. Wow, now that's a Starrcade Main event! He talked about it for
more than 5 seconds, looks like he's out of a job.
The WWF has bought a 30 second commercial for the Super Bowl. This will cost them 1.5
million. Most are expecting a major announcement for Wrestlemania, perhaps a celebrity.
Sable may yet pose for Playboy, but if you want to see the WWF Women's breasts, all you
have to do is go to the WWF House Shows. Terri Runnels and Jacqueline fell out of their
tops at the TV Tapings. That's new for Jackie, eh? (See Fully Loaded and Sable vs. Jackie
Evening Gown on Raw)
Jeff Jarrett (who was one of the nicest wrestlers backstage) said that the original plan for
The Blue Blazer angle did NOT include having more than one person play the role! However,
after Steve Austin opened the door to Owen's locker room at Judgement Day and exposed to
the world that Hart wasn't actually retired, Jim Cornette had the bright idea of having more
than one Blazer to mix up the fans.
JAKKS Pacific has announced the figures that will be released in it's Superstars Series 7 set.
They will include Val Venis, Edge, X-Pac, Austin, Undertaker, and Dr. Death.
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UK soccer star Vinnie Jones would be in Austin's comer on December 6 at Capital Carnage,
live from London. He will be getting paid £70,000, which is equal to about $105,000 in US
currency.
My condolences to Jeff Jarrett, and the entire Jarrett family on the loss of Jeffs
Grandmother, Christine Jarrett. She passed away yesterday of an apparent heart attack. She
had been hospitalized for about a month.
A lot of people have e-mailed me, asking what happened with Hawk last Monday on Raw.
***This is an exclusive, remember you heard it here first.*** There was a net placed behind
the Titan Tron, to catch Hawk and furthermore prevent him from injury.
Three matches have been rumored for Rock Bottom next month, but nothing was confirmed
as of yet. It is likely that you will see The Rock defend against Mankind, Austin vs The
Undertaker in a Buried Alive match, and Steve Blackman vs The Blue Blazer. If Blackman
wins, The Blazer will be un-masked. If he loses, he's out of the WWF.

NODQSINECW
JOSH MARS
Also, I posted that Tammy Sytch will be shooting a photo shoot in early December which will
be used for a 16-month calendar. Well, follow up: The Calendar/posters will be available
through ECW and her website.
Last week on ECW TV everyone who saw the show saw Joey Styles interview Taz at the
start of the show with Shane Douglas and Francine interrupting. Well to summarize what
went down quickly, Douglas made an offer to Taz to snap Sabu's neck, injure him, etc. so
that Sabu won't be in condition for their match in January. Well Douglas made Taz an offer
of three things, first he put up three fingers, then pointed to Francine, then did the money
thing with his fingers, TTT, Francine, Money. The segment ended with Styles saying Taz
can't be bought, and Taz walking away.
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With Bam Bam Bigelow in WCW now The Triple Threat needs to fill that void. Since
Douglas offered Taz a spot in TTT it is likely that Taz may join and take Bigelow's spot. This
is not confirmed and is just a possible scenario to toss out there, as anyone can see the
Triple Threat only has 2 members right now.
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NODQSINWCW
JOSH MARS
Scotty Steiner is in some heat with Eric Bischoff and some members of WCW staff. As most
of you who watched World War 3 couldve seen when Goldberg entered the ring to help out
Rick Steiner, Scott Steiner flipped off Goldberg and said "F*ck you, mother f*cker''. If you
were listening you _can hear it as _clear as day. This hurts WCWs reputation for being the
"family orientated wrestling program". Madden reports that Scott's contract ends at the end of
this year and he has dreamsof_being WWF champion ....•keeps up the swearing he will be
going to Titan.
Thunder will be pre-emptied this week due to Thanksgiving.
Micasa has reported that The Giant will be departing from WCW in Janurary. And will be
heading to the WWF!! This has been speculated over a pretty long period of time. And now it
could finally happen. The Giant will make a HUGE impact in the WWF
Steiners contracts are running up this month or next month. Well guess what this comes

from a very VERY VERY reliable source. Well The Steiners contract runs up in Febuary the
same day as the Giant's.

A match for Rick Steiner next year has already been signed. It could possibly be the return
of Buff Bagwell to action, but more importantly than that, it shows how Rick Steiner will play
out in 1999. The match signed is that of Rick Steiner and Lex Luger vs Scott Steiner and
Buff Bagwell. The date of this match is yet to be determined, as it depends on Bagwell's
neck. However, the signing of this match also implicates Rick Steiner's joining the Wolfpac.
Which i have been saying for a while now. look for it to occur, due to the fact that the
Wolfpac is in dyer need of new blood at this time.
I have some HUGE news to pass along to you today. Hollywood Hogan, real name Terry
Bollea, will announce his retirement from professional wrestling this Thursday, November 26
on "The Tonight Show with Jay Leno." The show airs at 11 :35pm EST on NBC. There are
several reasons be made this11ecision. but basically just because it's that time. The decision
may stem from the match he had with the Warrior last month, or backstage heat with Kevin
Nash, or a combination of both. Hogan and his wife recently moved to Los Angeles, and
Hogan wants to settle down and enjoy the family life. Hogan is no longer booked for any
future WCW events. He is still under WCW contract for two more years, and won't be able to
work elsewhere. Another major contributor is his candidacy for President of the United
States. It looks like he's gonna give it a shot! He also missed World War Ill yesterday.
Chris Benoit was not happy this past Monday when he was attacked by Bret Hart. Although
staged, Benoit feels the attack makes him somewhat of a 'wimp,' especially since DDP made
the save.
What has Randy Savage been doing in his time off? Well, among other things, the Macho
Man now has a new girlfriend. Upon returning to the ring, he will be accompanied by this
woman. Macho Man" Randy Savage, has been recovering from a successful knee (I think)
surgery. He has been rehabbing, and it's been going so well, doctors say he is doing better
and recovering faster than first thought. Looks like that the "Macho Man" will be back before
January, and possibly in the ring at Starrcade. There's a very slim chance of that happening,
but he may do a run in, during the main event (which should be Nash vs. Goldberg). Don't
forget Bret Hart and "Hollywood" Hogan who may be on the card, could be who Savage
targets.
Topps WCW/nWo Trading Cards Update. Now Available: A complete list of the 37
individuals who have provided authentic autographs for this first-ever WCW/nWo trading
card series!
Am Anderson
Chris Benoit
Diamond Dallas Page
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The Disciple
Fyre
Eddy Guerrero
Bobby Heenan
Kanyon
Lodi
Ernest Miller
Psychosis
Saturn
Spice
Vincent
Alex Wright

Disco Inferno
The Giant
Jimmy Hart
Hollywood Hogan
Billy Kidman
Dean Malenko
Kevin Nash
Raven
Tony Schiavone
Mike Tenay
Whisper

Fit Finley
Juventud Guerrera
Kaz Hayaski
Chris Jericho
Konnan
Meng
Gene Okerlund
Riggs
Sick Boy
Tygress

Wrath

Barry Windham won't put together the Old Horsemen with Tully Blanchard and Ole
Anderson, but he'll instead be Eric Bischoffs personal bodyguard. WCW is getting more
original every single day. Windham going NWO would be good, him and Flair had some
good matches in the 80's. Look for the feud to hit full gear after Flair defeats Bischoff to
become commissioner which will be at Starrcade. Also look for the best workers on each
side, Flair, Benoit and Malenko and Hart, Hennig and Windham to be involved in a six man
on the Nitro after. Maybe Scott Hall would be involved if he's not together with Kevin Nash by
then.
The Judy Bagwell video was legit, she was really in the hospital, but not by Scott Steiner,
which was of course a work. She won't be at World War 3. Judy is in hospital with
appendicitis
Kevin Nash and Scott Hall will most likely be back together by the end of the year, only thing
is, they'll be heel. That's right, Hall will be convincing Nash to go bad, unlike vice-versa as
been teased. The two will be called the Original Wolfpac or the Outsiders (Oh, where have I
heard that?) and they'll be cheered most likely, though being the bad guys.
WwF defeated WCW in the Monday cable wars, 5.4 to 4.3. Rock/Austin did a 7.3 while
Goldberg/Bigelow did a 2.7. Wow, now that's a Starrcade Main event! He talked about it for
more than 5 seconds, looks like he's out of a job.
Many are critical about Bam Bam Bigelow coming straight in from ECW to WCW,
challenging Goldberg. One wrestler said "Good for ECW? Yes. Good for us? No way. Look at
the ratings."
Also there is also a chance of Scott heading over to Titan Land due to the fact of the angle
of the Superstar. The Steiners might be heading to WWF in March!!
Atter being released from his duties as WCW Chairman, recently on "WCW Monday Nitro",
by WCW President, Eric Bischoff. Look for Dillon's new role to be as a manager of probably
the 4 Horsemen. Not the "Renegade Horsemen", but the Ric Flair, Chris Benoit, Steve
McMichael, Dean Malenko, Am Anderson, and Barry Windham 4 Horsemen. If not, than
somehow, he will be brought back as Bischoffs Horsemen manager.
A preview of WCW Thunder, which will be released on January 12, 1999 for Playstation.
Size: 1 CD-ROM
Style: 1 or 2-Piayer Fighting
Special Features: 64 WCW and NWO Wrestlers (32 are Hidden); Steel Cage Matches; TwoMan Commentary by Tony Schiavone & Mike Tenay;
Numerous Weapons Including Stop Signs & Tvs; Run-In Characters; Intelligent Crowds;
Created by: Inland Productions for THQ
Available: January for PlayStation
Bates Entertainment in Los Angeles, California is currently working on a movie on-.the
famous Von Erich wrestling family.
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SHAWN MICHAELS IN AUSTRALIA
Just dropping a line to inform you of Shawn Michaels appearance on national late night
music show "Ground Zero" on the Ten Network on Sat 21/11. He was involved in a celebrity
quiz with a calender model and some black guy (not famous) and won.
Presenter made reference to Hulk Kogan, Shawn replied, ''who?"
In interview segment, talked about WWF coming to free-to-air next week, although only
Superstars (n.b. Raw, Heat and Shotgun are on cable down under already)
Promo for the merchandise, especially the wrestling figures. Presenter asked how HBK felt
having his own doll look like Fabio. Quote: "His hair is longer, and I could kick his butt any
day of the week."

Shawn and presenter were discussing Michaels' doll and how WWF are aiming to take over
Oz after dominating the US and European markets. Quote: "once you get WWF, we're kinda
like VD, hard to get rid of."
They had a fight with 'thumb dolls' (British Bulldog v Ken Shamrock) where the thumb goes
into the 'lower back', Shawn was Shamrock and said, 'yeah, you be bulldog cause he's used
to having someone stick their thumb up his as ... oops!!'
Ken Sharock v Britishbulldog: NO CONTEST
Presenter wanted to rumble with his thumb, but Shawn was too busy attcking the pretty
female co-host's upper thigh with the doll, going up her skirt, causing many red cheeks.
Bulldog/Presenter: 'You can't fight now, you've got a stiff thumb!' Shawn used his jacket to
cover a certain area. Michaels: 'Some guys spend all their time chasing the girls.' Very funny
stuff!

LAST WEEK IN WWF HISTORY
Nov. 19, 1960, Johnny Valentine and Buddy Rogers beat AI Costello and Roy Heffernan for
the WWWF Tag Team Title in Teaneck, NJ
Nov. 21, 1978, Tony Garea and Larry Zbyszko beat the Yukon Lumberjacks for the WWWF
Tag Team Title in Allentown, PA
Nov. 19, 1995, Bret Hart beat Diesel for the WWF Title in Landover, MD.
Nov. 16, 1996, the WWF inducts Captain Lou Albano, Killer Kowalksi, Pat Patterson, the
Valiant Brothers, Baron Scicluna, Vince McMahon, Sr. and Jimmy Snuka
into the Hall of Fame.
Nov. 17, 1996, Rocky Maivia debuts inside MSG at the Survivor Series. Also, Sycho Sid
beats Shawn Michaels for the WWF Title and Jimmy Snuka returns for
one match
Nov. 17, 1997, Vince McMahon sets a new AOL record when he speaks out on the Bret
Hart situation.
Nov.19, 1997, the Hennepin County Coroner releases a report attributing Brian Pillman's
death to a heart condition.
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American Vantage Cos. Enters the Ring in a Partnership With

wcw

LAS VEGAS-(BUSINESS WIRE)-Nov. 23, 1998-American Vantage Cos. (Nasdaq:ACES)
Monday announced that it has entered into a licensing agreement through its wholly owned
subsidiary, Sitka Restaurant Group Inc., with Wor1d Championship Wrestling (WCW), a Time
Warner (NYSE:TWX) company, to develop themed restaurants known as WCW/nWo Nitro
Grills.
The first of such restaurants will be located in the Excalibur Hotel and Casino, on the Las
Vegas Strip in Las Vegas. The Excalibur, a 4,008-room, medieval-themed family
hotel/casino, is a property of Circus Circus Enterprises Inc. (NYSE:CIR). The agreement was
arranged through Leisure Concepts Inc. (LCI), the licensing division of 4Kids Entertainment
Inc. (Nasdaq:KIDE).
The WCW/nWo Nitro Grill, a full-service restaurant, will provide quality food and offer a
menu ranging from sandwiches to steaks as well as specialty beverage items. It will feature
WCW/nWo decor, paraphernalia and memorabilia, and offer exciting WCW ambiance,
including live and recorded WCW wrestling events being shown on big screens throughout
the restaurant.
A full line of WCW merchandise will be available for sale to the public in the restaurant's gift
shop.
Many WCW stars will visit on a regular basis to meet and greet patrons and fans.
This first WCW/nWo Nitro Grill is scheduled to open in the spring of 1999.
''We're very excited about our new relationship with the WCW," said Kar1 Rogers, Sitka
president. "This is an excellent opportunity to diversify into a new area of entertainment and
to associate with highly recognized and successful companies in the industry.·
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WCW has built an extensive operation through its top-rated television programs featuring
athletes who are superstars in professional wrestling. The heated rivalry among WCW, nWo
Hollywood and nWo Wolfpac (the two renegade branches of the WCW) has caused an
increase in television viewership.
Currently, more than 32 million people watch the drama being played out each week on such
WCW programs as "Monday Nitro," "WCW Saturday Night," "WCW Pro," "WCW Wor1dwide"
and "Thunder." WCW also has 12 pay-per-view specials every year that consistently rank
among the highest-rated television events on cable television.
"We're proud to have joined forces with ACES to produce this first WCW-themed restaurant
and entertainment experience at the Excalibur in Las Vegas and to license them to distribute
quality WCW merchandise," said Casey Collins, licensing manager for WCW. "We hope its
anticipated success leads to the development of several more WCW/nWo Nitro Grills in
other popular WCW locations."
American Vantage Cos. is a consultant in the gaming industry. WCW is a subsidiary of
Turner Broadcasting System Inc., a Time Warner company. WCW produces and markets
television programs and live events featuring wrestling superstars. WCW produces eight
hours of original programming seen each week throughout the United States and in more
than 25 countries throughout the wor1d. For information on the WCW, visit its Web sites at
WWIN.WCW.com and WWIN.NWOwrestling.com. Circus Circus Enterprises owns and operates
gaming and hotel properties in Nevada, Mississippi and Illinois.
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This news release may contain forward-looking statements that are subject to risks and
uncertainties. The company's actual results may differ materially from those described in any
forward-looking statements. Additional information concerning potential risk factors that could
affect the company's business and financial results are included in the company's filings with
the Securities and Exchange Commission. They can also be found on the company's Web
site at WWIN.nitrogrill.com and on the Securities and Exchange Commission's Web site at
WWIN .sec.gov.
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Kurrgan and Golga defeated The Headbangers
As both teams were fighting, ICP ran in and shot spray paint in Kurrgan and Golga's eyes.
They then cut Luna's hair off. Mash took the microphone and said, "There's no right way,
there's no wrong way- just The Headbanger way." ICP left with The Headbangers.
Steve Blackman defeated The Blue Blazer
Steve Blackman used a lot of martial art techniques, and also choked the Blue Blazer with
his own cape. Blazer covered his face several times in the match. Blazer had the
Sharpshooter going, but Blackman grabbed the ropes. Blackman then executed the Lethal
Kick, to take the win. Following the match, Blackman tried to unmask Blazer, but Owen Hart
131 in and made the save.
The Brood defeated Mark Henry and 0-Lo Brown
Edge and Gangrel did some double-teaming in the begining, but soon D-Lo Brown and Mark
Henry took control. Henry used a lot of powerslam moves on Edge. D-Lo went for a
cannonball from the top rope, but missed. Soon, all four men got in the ring, with Edge and
D-Lo eventually making their ways to the outside of the ring. Chyna appeared near the
entrance-way, and distracted Henry, while Gangrel rolled him up for the pin. Chyna then
announced she would go out with Henry on a date.
Goldust and Marc Mero went to a No-Contest
Jm Ross was saying that both Marc Mero and Goldust both haven't had the best of luck with
women. As the match went on, Terri Runnels came down, followed by Jacqueline. Goldust
set up Mero for the Shattered Dreams Kick. While Terri distracted the referee, Jackie came
in and low-blowed Goldust. Terri gave Mero the Shattered Dreams Kick. Both women gave
each other a high-five and left.
Mankind defeated The Big Bossman and Ken Shamrock
They started to brawl on the outside on the ramp, where Mankind gave Ken Shamrock a
suplex on the steel. The Big Bossman then brought Mankind back into the ring, and began to
choke him with the nightstick. Vince and Shane McMahon appeared near the entrance-way.
Mankind took a broom and broke it over Shamrock's back. Shamrock held Mankind for
Bossman to hit him with a chair, but Mankind ducked, and Bossman ended up hitting
Shamrock. Mankind followed up with a double-arm DDT on the chair to Bossman. Mankind
and Shamrock went to the outside of the ring, where Mankind put Mr. Socko down Ken's
throat and threw Bossman back in the ring. The Squad interfered. As Scorpio distracted the
referee, AI Snow came in and hit Shamrock with Head, to let Mankind make the pin.
Duane Gill defeated Christian to become the new Light Heavyweight Champion
Christian dominated Duane Gill. The J.O.B. interfered, as Christian went for the pin. Snow
distracted the referee, while Scorpio came off the top rope with a leg drop. Scorpio placed
Gill's arm on Christian. The referee turned aound and Gill made the pin
Tiger Ali Singh and The Godfather went to a No-Contest
The Godfather offered Tiger Ali Singh the ho's, but Stephen Regal came out and told Singh
not to trust The Godfather. Tiger and Regal started to attack The Godfather, until Val Venis
surprisingly made the save.
The J.O.B. Squad (Scorpio and Bob Holly) defeated New Age Outlaws
AI Snow and Duane Gill were at ringside. While Scorpio and Billy Gunn were battling,
Mankind ran out (while the referee was distracted) and hit Gunn with a leaf blower Scorpio
then made the pin, to let The J.O.B. Squad take the victory.
The Rock defeated X-Pac
Once The Rock and X-Pac both came out, Shawn Michaels came out, and sent The New
Age Outlaws, The Big Bossman, and Ken Shamrock back to the locker room. The match
went back-and-forth between both men. Vince and Shane McMahon appeared near the
entrance-way. X-Pac was able to execute The X-Factor, but The Rock amazingly kicked out.
The Rock went to get a chair, but Michaels took it away from him, and hit X-Pac with it
himself. The Rock nailed the Corporate Elbow, to take the win,

Lex Luger defea1ed Mike Enos
Mike Enos put up a very tough match for Lex Luger. But after Luger bodyslammed Enos. he
finished off the match with his Torture Rack.
Chris Benoit defea1ed Norman Smiley
Before the match, Norman Smiley held up a sign from a fan that read, "Norman Smiley is My
Favorite Wrestler." Smiley played a heel in the mach, and showboated (or danced) a lot.
After Benoit hita diving headbutt, and followed by strapping Smiley in the Crippler Crossface.
he took the victory.
Kanyon defeated Tokyo Magnum
Kanyon's entrance music played, but he never appeared. Kanyon was apparently arguing
with Raven backstage. Kanyon wanted Raven to come out with him, but Raven wanted to be
left alone. Kanyon told Raven he was acting like a little child. Raven responded with, "That's
what my mother always told me." Kanyon said Raven was 30-years-old and he needs to get
over it. Kanyon took the match with the Flatliner.
Bobby Duncum, Jr. defeated Glacier
-Bobby Duncum, Jr. attempted to use his cow bell again, but the referee woukln, allow it
Duncum finished off Glaicer with a Front-Face Slam.
Saturn defeated Silver King
Before the match, Saturn said Ernest Miller wouldn't get away with what he did. As the match
went on, Miller and Sonny Onoo appeared by the entrance-way. Miller bragged about
himself, while Saturn finished off the match with the Death Valley Driver.
Kidman defeated Rey Mysterio, Jr
Kidman and Rey Mysterio, Jr. wrestled an excellent match, which had numerous two counts.
Eddie Guerrero and Juventud Guerrera secretly made their ways in. While Kidman battled
with Eddie, Guerrera gave Mysterio the Juvi Driver behind the referee's back. Not knowing
what had gone on in the ring, Kidman finished off the match with the Shooting Star Press.
Kevin Nash defeated Wrath
-It was great to see two, big men wrestle a match. After Kevin Nash planed his boot right in
Wrath's face, he amazingly Jack-Knifed Powerbombed Wrath, to take the win.
Scott Hall defeated Alex Wright
Hall dominated Wright, and finished off the match with the Outsider Edge.
Dean Malenko defeated Bret Hart
Dean Malenko was favoring his knee big-time, as it was taped up. Hart worked on Malenko's
knee a lot. Dean Malenko attempted to put Hart in the Texas Clover Leaf twice, but Hart got
out both times. After Hart used a chair, he was disqualified. Diamond Dallas Page came out
from the stands to make the save, but, at first, was destroyed by the chair Hart used. DDP
came back with pure hatred, and wanted to give Hart the Diamond Cutter, but instead just
knocked Hart out of the ring. DDP taunted Hart, but Hart walked off. DDP said Hart would get
his United States Title shot next week on Nitro.
Goldberg defeated The Giant
After Goldberg amazingly kicked out of the Choke Slam, Goldberg took the advantage. In
order, it was the spear, the Jackhammer, and the pin. Following the match, Bam Bam
Bigelow ran in, and started to attack Goldberg. As both began to brawl, several security
guards held off both superstars. There was even more fireworks, as Kevin Nash entered the
ring. Nash and Goldberg were trying to get at each other. They broke through all the security
forces and were all over each other.
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60 Man Battle Royal
Kevin Nash won but only ater tons of bruising and battling, the final combatants were Kevin
Nash, Scott Hall and Lex Luger. The Wolfpac members agreed to fight for the title shot;
Nash eliminated both men when Luger attempted a Torture Rack on Hall.
Diamond Dallas Page d Bret Hart
A grueling 30-minute match, Hart tried to railroad Page by having Scott Steiner's referee
claim Page submitted to the Diamond Cutter. Referee Mickey J contested the call and,
during the confusing, Page struck with the Diamond Cutter.
Kidman d. Juventud Guerrera
Pre-match, Juvy revealed that he had joined the LWO and Mysterio had accused Guerrera of
selling him out. Mysterio ended up helping Kidman win the match, and barely escaped an
LWO attack.
Scott Steiner with Buff Bagwell and Referee vs. Rick Steiner (No Contest)
Big Poppa Pump and his cronies pulverized Rick, until Goldberg made the save.
Scott Hall with NWO Hollywood vs. Kevin Nash ( No Contest )
Before a match could happen, Eric Bischoff instructed the black-and-white to attack Hall.
Nash made the save, but refused to forgive his former partner.
Wrath d. Glacier
Countering the Asiatic Spike, Wrath won with The Meltdown.
Stevie Ray d. Konnan
After a grueling match, Konnan was disqualified for hitting the referee. Post-match, Booker
saved his brother from the Wolfpac member, only to have Big Heat turn on his brother.
The Cat with Sunny Onoo d. Saturn & Kaz Hayashi
When the referee was distracted, Miller struck Saturn with a spinwheel kick, while the former
Flock enforcer was pulverizing Onoo. Onoo fell on Saturn and scored the pin.
Chris Jericho d. Bobby Duncum, Jr.
After getting brutalized for 15 minutes, Jericho used a distraction from Ralph to use his belt
as a weapon. Jericho made the cover and ran for his life.
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